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ABSTRACT 
An effective, accurate algorithm for cardinality estimation 
of queries on ontology models of data is presented. The 
algorithm relies on the decomposition of queries into query 
pattern paths, where each path produces a set of values for 
each variable within the result form of the query. In order 
to estimate the total number of result set parameters for 
each path, a set of statistics is compiled on the properties of 
the ontology. Experimental analysis has shown that the 
algorithm produces estimates with high accuracy and with 
high correlation to actual values.  Thus, this algorithm can 
be used as the cornerstone of an effective optimization 
strategy for queries on diverse, heterogeneous data sources 
modeled as ontologies. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.2.4. [Database Management]: Systems – query 
processing. 
I.2.4. [Artificial Intelligence]: Knowledge Representation 
Formalisms and Methods – Representations, Semantic 
networks.  

General Terms 
Algorithms, Performance, Standardization. 

Keywords 
Ontology, semantic query, query optimization, cardinality 
estimation, OWL, SPARQL. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
An ontology – the explicit specification of a 
conceptualization [5] – is a means of representing semantic 
knowledge, and includes at least a controlled vocabulary of 
terms, and some specification of their meaning [7]. The 
modeling of data sources as ontologies mapped to 
standardized representations is essential for defining 
correspondence among entities belonging to different 
sources, providing a semantically consistent, unified, and 

evolving view of data regardless of its storage formats and 
naming conventions, and resolving conflicts among 
sources [12].  
All but the most trivial queries over such distributed, 
heterogeneous sources can be executed according to 
different plans, each of which may require vastly different 
amounts of time and computational resources. Thus, there 
is a growing need to develop mechanisms for the 
optimization of query execution. The objective of query 
optimization is to select an efficient query plan according 
to a cost function or cost model. The optimization cost 
function depends on the estimation of properties of the 
input data (cardinalities and constraints), and of the 
operating environment (CPU, disk access) [6]. Most query 
optimization strategies rely heavily on accurate cardinality 
estimation based upon statistics such as value 
histograms [9]. There is a substantial body of research that 
has been dedicated to the optimization problem in 
relational database management systems [1], and more 
recently, in XML data sources [4][16][17]. While no 
algorithms or methods have been found in the literature for 
query optimization over ontologies, query algebras suitable 
for performing algebraic optimizations of queries over 
RDF data models have been proposed [3][11]. 
In this paper we present an effective, accurate algorithm for 
cardinality estimation of queries posed against ontologies. 
Result set cardinality estimation is a critical component of 
query optimization, especially in the context of distributed 
data sources, where network traffic times constitute a 
substantial portion of total query execution time. The 
ability to decide, with a high degree of certainty, which 
possible query plan results in the least amount of network 
traffic is crucial to the performance of any information 
integration system based on ontologies. 

2. ONTOLOGIES AND DATA MODELS 
An ontology O can be conceptualized as the union of four 
sets: a set of classes C, a set of properties P, a set of 
individuals I, and a set of literals L: 

LIPC !!!"O . (1) 
We define the graph of the ontology, G(O) as a set of 
triples that relate individuals to each other or to literals 
through properties, such that 
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# $LIPI)G( !%%&O . (2) 
Individuals in the ontology are necessarily instances of one 
or more classes in the ontology. Properties relate 
individuals to each other, or relate one individual to a 
literal; the former are called object properties, and the latter 
datatype properties. 
The data model of an ontology is a subset of the total 
ontology comprised of classes and properties that have a 
direct relationship with the actual data source. A 
mechanism to create ontology data models from different 
types of data sources, including relational databases and 
XML filesystems, has been devised. In essence, it involves 
the creation or identification of a set of data classes CD that 
correspond to all relevant element types within the 
structure of the data source, i.e., tables and columns in a 
relational database or node types in an XML document; 
and the conceptualization of individuals corresponding to 
each relevant element, that is, table cells in a database or 
nodes in XML. A class c ' CD if and only if there is a non-
empty set of individuals Ic that are instances of class c and 
that are not instances of any subclass of c. Further, all 
individuals in the ontology must also belong to the set of 
individuals in the data model, and all individuals i ' I are 
instances of one and only one class c ' CD. A set of data 
properties PD is also created to reflect actual relationships 
within the underlying data source, such as node edges in 
XML or table-column links in relational databases. 
All individuals that belong to an ontology also belong to its 
data model. The data model of the ontology, then, can be 
defined as the union of the set of data classes, data 
properties, and individuals: 

IPC DDD !!"O . (3) 
The classes and properties in the ontology that are not part 
of the data model may represent additional concepts or 
aggregations; these additional classes and properties are 
related to those in the data model through equivalence and 
subsumption relations.  

3. QUERIES AND QUERY PATTERNS 
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has recently 
produced a Recommendation for a Web Ontology 
Language (OWL) [14], as a vocabulary extension to its 
Resource Description Framework (RDF) [8]. OWL is fast 
becoming the standard for ontology representation in the 
Web and beyond. We are particularly concerned with the 
DL fragment of OWL, where classes, properties, and 
individuals are disjoint sets. To address the need for 
querying over information modeled as ontologies, a 
number of RDF/OWL query languages have been 
developed [2][10][13], and the W3C has published a Last 
Call Working Draft for an RDF query language and 
protocol called SPARQL [11]. SPARQL is a declarative 

language, designed specifically to obtain information from 
RDF graphs.  
In SPARQL, a query is a tuple consisting of a query 
pattern, a set of graphs, a set of solution modifiers, and a 
result form [11],  

( )RFSMGSQPQ ,,," . (4) 
Queries in SPARQL are posed against a set of RDF graphs 
by attempting to match query patterns against this set of 
graphs, processing these matchings through solution 
modifiers, and preparing a result set according to the result 
form specified. The size or cardinality of this result set is 
given by the number of different individuals that match the 
variables specified by the result form. The objective of the 
algorithm presented here is to estimate this result set 
cardinality for the query Q, which we denote as |Q|. 
For simplification purposes, the remainder of this paper 
deals with queries against a single graph, without solution 
modifiers, and with a result form that specifies a set of 
variable bindings to be returned. Extensions to this model 
to incorporate multiple graphs and modifiers is left for 
future work. 
The basic query pattern in SPARQL is a set of triple 
patterns mixed with value constraints. The set of triple 
patterns is of the form  

)()()( VLIVPVITP !!%!%!" . (5) 

where V is a set of variables. In other words, a triple pattern 
is a member of the graph of the ontology where zero or 
more of its three components is substituted by a variable. 
The three elements of a triple pattern are called the subject, 
property, and object, respectively.  
Value constraints are Boolean expressions used to limit the 
allowable matchings of variables to literals or individuals 
in the ontology data set. If F denotes the set of possible 
Boolean expressions on values of the ontology, a 
conjunctive query pattern QP is a subset of the set of basic 
query patterns and value constraints, that is,  

# $FTPQP !* . (6) 
SPARQL defines two operators on query patterns besides 
conjunction: OPTIONAL and UNION. The cardinality of 
the result set of query patterns joined together through the 
UNION operator is the sum of the cardinalities of each 
pattern. Also, for cardinality estimation purposes, an 
OPTIONAL pattern can be conservatively substituted by a 
UNION and a conjunction: given two query patterns QP1 
and QP2, the cardinality of QP1 OPTIONAL QP2 will be 
less than or equal to the cardinality of QP1 UNION 
(QP1.QP2). The rest of this paper deals only with 
conjunctive patterns. 
A query pattern defined against an ontology O must first be 
re-written so that all terms in the query pattern refer to 
terms contained in the ontology data model OD. If a triple 
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pattern t in a query pattern contains a term that is not in the 
data model OD, and if t cannot be transformed into a set of 
semantically equivalent triple patterns that only contain 
terms in OD, then the result set of the evaluation of t is 
empty. The design of algorithms for query transformation 
from terms in O to terms in OD is a matter for future work 
and outside the scope of this paper. 

4. QUERY PATTERN PATHS 
A triple t = (s, p, o), where o is a literal or individual, can 
be substituted by a triple t’ = (s, p, v) and a value constraint 
(v = l), where v is a variable different from any other 
variable in the query pattern. A similar substitution can be 
made if the subject s is a literal or individual. Thus, after 
such substitutions, all triples in a query pattern can be 
considered to have only variables as subject and object. 
A subset of a query pattern QP is considered a structural 
query pattern path for an ordered set of variables W & V 
and an ordered set of properties or variables R & (P ! V), 
denoted QPP(W,R), if it is of the form 

# $nnnn vpvvpvRWQPP )1(12121 ..),( ++" !  (7) 

where W={v1…vn}, R={p12 … p(n-1)n}, and ,i,j, vi - vj.  
A maximal query pattern path QPPM(W,R) is one where 
there do not exist W’ . W and R’ . R such that 
QPP(W’,R’) = QPP((W’-W),(R’-R)).QPPM(W, R) is also a 
valid query pattern path. A literal query pattern path 
LQPP(W,R) is one where the last variable in the path 
matches with literals rather than individuals.  
For a structural query pattern path QPP(W,R), every vk ' W 
has a (possibly empty) set of value constraints F(vk) 
consisting of every f(vi) ' F such that there exists a query 
pattern path from some vk ' W to vi which does not contain 
any triple pattern that is also in QPP(W,R). The total set of 
value constraints for query pattern QPP(W,R) is then 

"
Wv

k
k

vFRWQPPF
'

" )()),(( . 
(8) 

A complete query pattern path QPPC(W,R) is the union of a 
structural query pattern path and its total set of value 
constraints. The result set of a complete query pattern path, 
denoted as RS(QPPC(W,R)), is given by the individuals that 
match the triples in the path, and where every variable 
vi'W fulfills its set of value constraints. A complete 
maximal query path QPPM

C(W)  is a complete query pattern 
path that contains a maximal query pattern path. 
Given a query Q with query pattern QP and result form RF, 
the total result set according to QP for any variable v in RF, 
denoted as RS(v,QP), is given by the intersection of the 
result sets for each complete maximal query path 
QPPM

C(W,R) where v ' (W ! R), that is  

#
)(

)),((),(
RWv

M
C RWQPPRSQPvRS

!'
"  (9) 

The cardinality of RS(v,QP) is upper-bound by the 
minimum cardinality of all QPPM

C(W,R). 
The result set of a query Q, RS(Q), is given by the union of 
the result sets for each of the variables vi ' RF; the size of 
this result set, and therefore the cardinality of the query Q, 
is given by 

"
RFv

i
i

QPvRSQRSQ
'

"" ),()( . (10) 

The problem of estimating the cardinality of a query, then, 
can be solved by finding accurate estimates of each 
possible maximal complete query pattern path on every 
variable v in RF.  

5. CARDINALITY ESTIMATION 

5.1 Estimation Function 
We define an estimation function for the cardinality of a 
maximal complete query pattern path as a probability 
distribution: 

)),(()),((

)),((

RWQPPekRWQPPe

RWQPPE
M

C
M

C

M
C

/0

"
. (11) 

where e is the expected estimation value, /e is a measure 
of potential error, and k is a tunable error factor. The actual 
estimate of cardinality is then calculated by choosing a k 
appropriate to the specific application: a k of zero chooses 
the most accurate estimate, but risks under-estimating 
cardinalities for query paths with large potential errors; a 
positive or negative k give a more conservative or more 
aggressive estimate, respectively. 
We next consider the estimation of cardinality for two 
specific cases: the case where a maximal complete query 
pattern path is a structural path, i.e., it has no value 
constraints, and the case of a maximal complete query 
pattern path that is a lexical path with a set of constraints 
only on its last variable. 

5.2 Estimation over Structural Query Pattern 
Paths 
Structural query pattern paths define constraints only on 
the structure of the underlying data sources. To estimate 
cardinalities based on these structural constraints, statistics 
are kept on the properties comprising the data model.  
For every property p ' OD, its total property cardinality, 
denoted as1p1, is defined as the total number of triples in 
the graph of the data model G(OD) that contain p.  
Further, for a given triple tab = (ia,pab,ib) in the graph, the 
dependent property cardinality of a property pbc with 
respect to tab, denoted 1tab, pbc1, is defined as the total 
number of triples tbc = (ib,pbc,ic) in G(OD) that follow 
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tab = (ia,pab,ib), where tbc is said to follow tab if and only if 
the object of triple tab is equal to the subject of triple tbc. 
Given two properties pi, pj, then, the mean of the dependent 
property cardinality of pi with respect to pj is given by 

2
'

"
)extent( ipit

ji
i

ji pt
p

pp ,1),(3 . (12) 

The extent of a property, denoted extent(p), is defined 
as the set of triples (ia,p,ib) in the graph that contain p. The 
variance of the dependent property cardinality is given by 

4
4

5

6

7
7

8

9
+4
4
5

6
7
7
8

9
" 2

'

),(,1),( 222
jiji

i
ji pppt

p
pp

ipit
3:

)extent(

abs  (13) 

where abs is the absolute value. The standard deviation 
:(pi,pj) of the dependent property cardinality is given by 
the positive square root of the variance. 
The distribution function of pi with respect to pj gives a 
probability estimate of the number of triples containing pj 
that follow each specific triple containing pi, and is defined 
as 

),(),(),( jijiji ppkppppD :3 0" . (14) 

Given a query pattern path QPP(W,R), if pi denotes the ith 
element in R, then the distribution function of the path is 
the product of the distribution functions of each property in 
the path, 

;
'

<
<

"
Rpp

ii
ii

ppDRWQPPD
1,

1),()),(( . 
(15) 

If p1 is the first property in R, then the estimate of the total 
cardinality of each structural query pattern path, denoted 
E(QPP(W,R)), is 

)),(()),(( 1 RWQPPDpRWQPPE " . (16) 
and thus 

;
'

<
<

"
Rpp

ii
ii

pppRWQPPe
1,

11 ),()),(( 3 . 
(17) 
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5.3 Estimation over Value Constraints 
Value constraints in SPARQL can be defined against 
variables that match to literals or individuals, or where the 
type of object to be matched is unknown. A particularly 
important case of value constraints on variables matched to 
individuals is the test of whether an individual is an 
instance of a class; in SPARQL, this is done through a 
triple pattern using the pre-defined property rdf:type. 
The cardinality of such a value constraint can be kept 

directly by calculating class cardinality statistics. Other 
value constraints defined against matchings to individuals 
defined in [11] have less incidence on result set cardinality; 
their incorporation into our estimation model remains for 
future work. 
In a literal query pattern path LQPP(W,R), the last property 
in the ordered set R, p(n-1)n, is by definition a datatype 
property. To estimate the cardinality of a complete literal 
query pattern path LQPPC(W,R) consisting of a literal path 
LQPP(W,R) and a set of value constraints F(vn) over the 
last variable in W, statistics are also kept on the distribution 
of values for the objects of these datatype properties, in the 
form of value histograms.  
Histograms are widely used in relational database systems 
to represent the data distribution of values on a table 
column [1]. In the ontology data model OD, values are 
conceptualized as the objects of datatype properties; thus, 
for each datatype property p ' OD, an equi-depth histogram 
is constructed to represent its distribution. The total number 
of buckets B in each histogram is determined according to 
the following: 

),,( max d
p

BpB uniquemin" . (19) 

where as before 1p1 is the total property cardinality of p, 
and 1p1unique represents the total number of unique values 
in the range of p. Both Bmax and d are tunable parameters of 
the histograms; Bmax indicates the maximum number of 
buckets that should be constructed for any histogram (to 
avoid excessive memory and storage space consumption), 
and d indicates the expected depth of each frequency in the 
histogram. At a minimum, a number of buckets equal to the 
total number of unique values is created. 
The set of value constraints F(vn) over a variable vn is 
processed against the histograms for the property p(n-1)n, 
resulting in a value ratio C(F(vn)) that indicates the 
estimated proportion of the possible value bindings for 
variable vn that satisfy the value constraints. Note that all 
values satisfy an empty value constraint, and thus, if F(vn) 
is the empty set, C(F(vn)) = 1. 
The total cardinality of a complete literal query pattern path 
is then given by the product of the estimate of cardinality 
for the literal query pattern path and the value ratio for the 
end variable in the query, 

)),(())((
)),((

RWLQPPEvF
RWLQPPE

n

C

D
"

C
. (20) 

5.4 General Cardinality Estimation of 
Maximal Complete Query Pattern Path 
In the general case, a maximal complete query pattern path 
QPPM

C(W,R) consists of a maximal query pattern path 
QPPM(W,R) and a set of value constraints F(QPP(W,R)). 
The total cardinality estimate of such a path is obtained by 
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calculating the product of the cardinality estimate of its 
maximal query path with all the value ratios for every 
variable in the query pattern path: 

;
'

D

"

Wv
k

M

M
C

k

vFRWQPPE

RWQPPE

))(()),((

)),((

C
. (21) 

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In order to validate the algorithm for cardinality estimation 
of semantic queries presented here, we obtained two XML 
data sets using the eFetch utility from the Entrez Gene 
website maintained by the National Center for 
Biotechnology Information (NCBI). Both datasets contains 
data from the Gene database; the dataset #1 contains data 
for a geneId of 2, while dataset #2 contains data for a 
sample set of six ATP-binding cassette transporter genes. 
Additionally, we also used an XML dataset obtained from a 
collection form in a mental health assessment system [15]. 
Each of these three datasets was odeled as an ontology in 
these cases, the data model of the ontology is equivalent to 
the ontology itself. Experimental analysis was then carried 
out over these models, to determine the validity of the 
cardinality estimation algorithm over both structural query 
pattern paths and value constraints. 

6.1 Estimation over Structural Query Pattern 
Paths 
To analyze the performance of the algorithm over structural 
constraints, cardinality was estimated for all possible query 
pattern paths containing between 2 and 4 properties, using 
error factor k of -2, -1, 0, 1, and 2. Each of these estimates 
was then compared with the real cardinality by taking the 
difference ratio, that is, the difference divided by the real 
cardinality value. Histograms of this difference ratio were 
obtained for each error factor, as shown in Figure 1. Aside 
from a few outlying values, in most cases this difference 
ratio is close to zero, indicating the accuracy of the 
estimation. The deviation of error factor from zero 
produces less accuracy, resulting in conservative estimates 

for positive error factors and aggressive estimates for 
negative factors. 
Most importantly, the correlation between the actual and 
estimated total number of paths is very high, showing that 
the algorithm identifies, with high accuracy, the relative 
size between two query pattern paths. The correlation 
decreases as the error factor deviates from zero, also as 
expected; correlation also decreases, but is still very high, 
as the number of properties increases. 
The degree of correlation between actual and estimate is 
highlighted in Table 1, where we present aggregate 
correlations for all possible query pattern paths in all 
datasets containing between 2 and 4 properties, and for all 
possible query plans in all datasets. 

 

6.2 Estimation over Value Constraints 
To validate the use of histograms for the estimation of the 
cardinality of query pattern paths including value 
constraints, a total sampling of twenty different queries was 
chosen, including queries over ranges of values as well as 
queries over value equalities. A maximum bucket size of 5 
was used, and in a few cases queries were redone using 
bucket sizes of 10 and 25. The aggregate results over this 
sampling are shown in Table 2. As can be observed, even 
with such a small number of buckets the estimates yield 
accurate results, and, more importantly, there is a high 
correlation between the estimates and the actual totals. 

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
An algorithm for the estimation of cardinality for queries 
posed against ontology representations of data sources has 
been presented in this paper. Experimental results show 
that the proposed algorithm produces accurate estimates of 
cardinality, and more importantly, that the estimation of 
relative size among two queries is highly precise. 
The estimation of the cardinality of a query is used to 
approximate the data transfer times of the result set, as part 
of the estimation of the total cost of executing a query. In a 
highly distributed architecture where data sources are 
located at diverse locations connected through the Internet, 
this is the most critical aspect of query execution time; 
however, in settings where very high speed connections are 

Table 1. Correlation between actual and 
estimated total number of paths 

Number of properties in path 
 2 3 4 All 

Dataset #1 1.0000 0.9949 0.9785 0.9921
Dataset #2 1.0000 0.9997 0.9982 0.9994
Dataset #3 1.0000 0.9954 0.9214 0.9646
All 
datasets 1.0000 0.9994 0.9955 0.9985
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available, other costs, such as CPU and disk access times, 
become significant; we are currently investigating the 
effects that the modeling of data sources as ontologies has 
on CPU execution times. 
The estimation of the total cost of query execution is in 
turn used to select an optimal (or at least highly efficient) 
query plan. Algorithms for determining the set of different 
possible plans to be considered for selection are also 
currently under development. Work is also underway for 
the incorporation into our estimation model of multiple 
graphs and solution modifiers in a query, and of value 
constraints on matchings of variables to individuals. 
A query optimization strategy is crucial to obtain 
reasonable performance over queries against ontology data 
models, especially if they are done over a highly distributed 
architecture. The algorithm proposed here is an important 
component for the construction of an efficient querying 
engine over ontology-modeled, distributed, heterogeneous 
data sources.  
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Table 2. Statistics for estimation including value 
constraints 

Number of different paths 20 
Actual total number of paths 796 
Estimated total number of paths 760 
Correlation of estimated to actual 0.9863 

Ratio of difference to total  
Average 0.03 
Maximum 0.48 
0.9 percentile 0.23 
0.1 percentile -0.20 
Minimum -0.42 
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